
0:00  
[Music]  
0:07  
so [Music]  
0:32  
the father has uh has impressed upon me that the message that i'm going to bring tonight is going 
to be a continuation of  
0:39  
a a previous message that i did months ago that has caused quite a stir  
0:44  
in in in all kinds of realms and it has caused my enemies to salivate  
0:53  
which they do 24 hours a day and some of them are watching online right now so hello  
1:00  
may the lord bless you and keep you  
1:07  
i better stop there no but seriously you know your enemies are always looking for a way to to uh 
to  
1:14  
find something right to write about blog about and and and that's fine you can take  
1:20  
anything that i say and it won't take me long just keep letting me talk and i will find a way to 
make a mistake or to  
1:27  
say something that i didn't mean or they'll take it out of context and so they love little sound bites  
1:32  
and so i will never be in politics because i don't understand how they survive  
1:37  
because of being parsed outwards but for whatever it's worth the father has impressed upon me 
that this is such an  
1:43  
important topic to i want to unpack and and go through a little bit deeper the  
1:49  
message that i brought a couple of months ago called the great deception we have gotten emails 
from all over the  
1:55  
world of people that have been set free from things that they've been struggling with in their life 
whether it be  
2:01  
alcoholism pornography whether it be an affair whether it be just struggling in general  
2:07  
in a particular area in their life that the father used that message to set them free and so abba has 
before i leave  
2:14  
for israel there's been so many things that have happened to me in the last 14 days that has 
prepared me  



2:20  
for this message i'm not even sure exactly what i'm going to say but i have just a few 
powerpoints and  
2:25  
with your permission i want to unpack a few things that i talked about and i want to massage a 
few things that i said  
2:31  
before that i didn't articulate the the best way that i can articulate how many believe that i'm 
human  
2:40  
for those of you that don't know that is it's you're visiting  
2:46  
be here long enough you'll realize that i'm more human than anyone and i make mistakes and so 
i've been accused of  
2:52  
being a cult leader but i'm going to do something that proves that i'm not i make mistakes  
3:00  
and i will admit it every once in a while i will say something that is either not right incorrect or i 
said  
3:06  
something that i didn't mean to say has anybody ever said that all the married people out there 
say  
3:12  
amen because if you say something wrong all your friends just make fun of you but  
3:18  
your wife will tell you all right well let's begin with prayer because lord knows i need it abba 
thank  
3:24  
you so much for being with us this evening i ask that you take my words and that you would take 
anything that i say that's not of you and make it fall on  
3:30  
deaf ears don't let your people believe me but let them believe your word because your word is 
the only thing at the end of the day that is true and will  
3:36  
change lives so father get us out from underneath the great deception teach us who you are the  
3:42  
mechanics of how you work and how the spiritual realm works and make us more like you amen 
amen  
3:49  
all right let's begin genesis chapter 2 verse 7 says this and  
3:55  
yahweh elohim is what it says in the hebrew the lord god formed man of the dust of the ground  
4:00  
breathed into his nostrils the shama of life the breath of life  
4:07  
and he became a living nephesh a living soul so he was a a  



4:13  
human being dead on the ground with no life whatsoever  
4:19  
but when yahweh breathed into his nostrils the first cpr ever done  
4:26  
and he breathed his ruach his neshama into his  
4:31  
body part of yahweh's spirit entered the man and the spirit of the man is the power  
4:37  
plant that causes the man to become alive and become a living nephesh what is an affect it is 
your mind will and  
4:43  
your emotions it's who you are it's your personality it's what makes you who you are if you like 
motorcycles you don't  
4:50  
like motorcycles you like the color red i don't like red i'm more bent towards being a firstborn  
4:56  
and i gotta be a perfectionist i'm bent towards whatever happens happens that's your nephesh 
that's your who you  
5:03  
are okay the breath is the same we all breathe the same breath what's in every single  
5:09  
man woman and child alive what makes them alive is that they have part of the spirit of  
5:14  
the living god living inside of them you say jim i never heard that before how did absolutely let 
me quote a verse  
5:20  
from you when yahweh says that when a man dies his spirit goes back to god from which  
5:27  
it came the spirit of a man has nothing to do with the man itself it is just this the  
5:34  
the power plant that's causing you to be alive it's your power plant the soul  
5:39  
rests in sheol until the resurrection of the just which is with the second coming of messiah when 
yeshua comes back the dead  
5:45  
and christ rise first it is the souls of man the personalities that will be judged the spirit goes back 
to which yahweh  
5:52  
needs the take the power plant out you die this is why it's silly to be an atheist  
5:59  
you don't even realize it is the power of the living god living inside of you in the smallest form 
that causes you to  
6:06  
say i don't believe in god think about that  
6:12  



an atheist the very ability that they have to say i don't believe in god comes  
6:17  
from god know when paul says a fan into flame  
6:22  
what do you think he's talking about the flame that every single human being has that has the 
ability to receive the  
6:29  
gospel itself is because god yahweh is living his part of his dna is inside  
6:37  
of that man that responds to yahweh you think that that is the man that's responding to the gospel 
it's not it's  
6:44  
the flame that is causing that person to live and breathe that says aha that's what i'm looking for 
and it comes into  
6:51  
flame and it actually comes into contact with the soul which is the mind will and emotions of a 
man that is now the  
6:56  
emotions get convicted from what the flame that's starting to burn  
7:02  
this is why we must give the gospel that yeshua is the one who is the son of the  
7:07  
living god cloaked in humanity that died and three days later rose from the dead  
7:13  
and came to set you free from the law of sin and death so you can keep his instructions with his 
spirit  
7:21  
the neshama let's define it it is the breath of the spirit nephesh is the soul the self the life  
7:27  
the creature the person the appetite appetite i like that you know why i like it i like that because 
that defines  
7:34  
something that's going to be critical something in part one of great deception that i failed to do  
7:40  
that was critical i understood it so when i said it i knew exactly what i meant  
7:46  
how many of you talk to your spouse and you say something are you confused at what you're 
saying  
7:53  
you know exactly what you're saying the other day my wife said jim what time does your 
airplane leave  
7:59  
what time do you get home do you know what i heard what time do you leave to come home  
8:05  
so i said midnight because i leave israel at midnight and i get home at one o'clock what was she 
asking what time do  



8:12  
you leave st louis and what time do you get back home to st louis so i told her i leave at midnight 
and she thought i'm  
8:18  
leaving tomorrow at midnight i was wondering why she cared when i left israel but i just was 
being  
8:24  
obedient husband i don't leave at midnight i leave at  
8:29  
noon whoa wow what a miscommunication you see but i was not confused i knew exactly  
8:35  
what i was saying the appetite of a man  
8:42  
is your desires your natural human inclinations  
8:47  
how many desire to eat how many really desire to eat  
8:56  
we love food did you know that is an appetite of course what makes you want to eat  
9:03  
him he created you to eat praise the lord for food  
9:11  
we'll come back that a little bit later because that is going to be really important in this message 
hebrews chapter 4 verse 12 says this  
9:17  
f they're not the same the spirit and the soul this is really critical we understand the two or we 
won't understand the spiritual realm the very  
9:23  
thing that we're supposed to be warring against for the word of god is living and powerful 
sharper than any two-edged sword piercing even to the division of  
9:29  
what soul and spirit they're not the same  
9:34  
and of joints and marrow and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart  
9:40  
so the very word of the living god his ruach is a is a sharp edged sword  
9:45  
in hebrew that letter is sion zion zion is a plow in ancient  
9:51  
paleo hebrew 4 000 years ago you would not see a zion you would see a plow and that plow  
9:58  
what is a plow designed to do divide it goes down into your heart  
10:07  
and it is not going to just pat the dirt  
10:14  
it digs down into the dirt it's rough and what comes out of the  
10:19  



dirt rocks dirt roots that you didn't know were there  
10:25  
former denominational biases and doctrines and creeds traditions of men the ruach hakodesh has 
such a sharp  
10:33  
sword it has the ability to cut through anything in your heart if  
10:38  
you will let it because he never starts and he stops at your command  
10:44  
did you know that you want the power of god to work in your life guess what you want trauma  
10:52  
because if you begin to feel pain if you look at it all through the right perspective what james 
says in his book  
10:58  
considering it pure joy like we talked about earlier it is the ruach piercing your heart  
11:06  
he's doing heart surgery he's breaking open your heart to find out what's in it  
11:12  
and you don't want a better heart surgeon than him trust him the pain is only for a season  
11:19  
when he's done stitching you up you will actually be able to have greater flow of  
11:24  
the blood the bible says in the book of revelation  
11:30  
that there will be a river of life that come out from the throne of yahweh that will be healing unto 
the nations did you  
11:35  
know that your bloodstream is the river of life in your body  
11:41  
if you don't know how blood works blood works this way blood has oxygen built into the blood 
and it is like a a  
11:47  
delivery boy he shows up through the river of blood stops off this muscle and  
11:53  
says muscle do you have anything you want to get rid of i need to i need to take out the garbage 
i'm here to collect toxins he's a trash  
12:00  
man so he takes the toxin puts it in the garbage can throws it in the river hands him some some 
clean oxygen  
12:07  
a new trash can and he takes off and he gets dumps the garbage through all the  
12:12  
different systems that get rid of toxins in your body this is why it says life is in the blood  
12:19  
because oxygen is what is causing the different members of your body to be able to exchange  
12:24  



death for life death for life your very body is teaching you how to react with  
12:29  
your creator and you don't even know it the holy spirit if you do not have the ruach hakadesh the 
power of the living  
12:36  
god living in your life through the love of messiah you will have no ability to know how to give 
the holy spirit the  
12:43  
toxins in your life give them up and let him bring you new life you must be willing to humble 
yourself  
12:50  
before your god when he shows up and he pierces your heart and you feel it in the depth of who 
you are and it hurts  
12:56  
and you don't like it i don't like that doctrine i don't even believe in that god and you reject it 
instead of even having  
13:03  
the heart to absorb it and see if it's really the father you'll always know if it's yahweh do you  
13:09  
know why because at the end of the day very close  
13:14  
after the time of that pain you will see life because you'll notice that when you  
13:20  
humble yourself before your god and you say even father i don't understand this i don't know you 
don't understand the  
13:25  
gospel i don't understand this doctrine of that doctrine but but lord if any of this is of you i will 
open my heart to  
13:30  
it and i keep my hands open as the blood starts to flow over me and if it's really the creator you'll 
notice when  
13:35  
you open your eyes that you don't have any garbage in your life because he'll take it away  
13:41  
and you'll begin to see new life happen in your life the people that spurn the message of the  
13:49  
torah have never opened their hand  
13:54  
to wait and see if the if abba through his blood would take away their garbage  
14:01  
does haasyton clean people then why is it that so many people get  
14:07  
healed when they come into torah testimony after testimony after testimony of  
14:12  
people with physical healings emotional healings relationship healings  
14:18  



because when you start doing bible things in bible ways what you're really doing on a cellular 
level if i can continue the analogy is you are opening  
14:25  
your arms and you are saying father i don't get it but if there's something that i need to know 
show me i'll do it i'll obey you i'm at the base of mount  
14:32  
sinai and i don't want you to stop speaking amen  
14:38  
and what you will get in return is the ark of the covenant the very power plant of israel  
14:47  
and if you know anything about some of the teachings that i've done from the hebrew perspective 
of the of the  
14:52  
articles of the ark when it says the sides of the ark in hebrew the ark of the covenant is what  
14:58  
it is encasing the law of god the very first letter in your bible  
15:04  
bait bereshit and the very last letter in the in the torah is alamed when you put lamin and  
15:11  
bait together in hebrew it spells heart the very heart of god is what the our disciples called the 
word of god which  
15:19  
came became flesh yeshua is the torah which is why when he said that i am the  
15:25  
way the truth and the life no one comes to the father except through me they tore their robes why 
because they called the torah the way the truth and the life  
15:33  
and that torah was inside the ark of the covenant so go figure it's unbelievable that the word that 
yahweh used  
15:42  
called sides of the ark of the covenant the word side in hebrew  
15:49  
is rib it's the same word when the rib was taken out of eve  
15:55  
her side what is covering the heart of god  
16:01  
his rib cage the rib cage is the ark of the covenant the very power plant of israel in the  
16:09  
holy of holies the deepest center part that causes everything to work  
16:15  
your heart is the very center of who you are this is why  
16:20  
jeremiah and paul quoting from jeremiah says this  
16:25  
all quoting yahweh write my laws on your heart because your heart  
16:34  



is the ark and inside of it will be my law and you will be my temple  
16:43  
come on if this doesn't excite you i don't know what will excite you but god's word is trying to 
speak at all  
16:50  
times and i believe he uses the human two things you'll see all throughout the bibles you'll see 
agricultural terms  
16:56  
and body terms before science knew anything of the bible  
17:01  
he did and he inspired our writers of the of the bible to give agricultural analogies  
17:09  
and body analogies because later he would figure out we would we would discover why and why 
it's  
17:16  
so significant to use some of these analogies and we're going to come back to those and use  
17:21  
those as we move forward here heart and soul the spirit is to the soul what the heart is  
17:27  
to the body it's the it's the power plan so here's a visual let's discover how  
17:32  
this works how many know it's really important for  
17:38  
us to understand how the spiritual realm works both in good and evil because how  
17:44  
many of you realize that you're in a war so here's what we've got in most uh  
17:50  
religious circles is we have people that know they're in a war they know that they're a soldier 
they know that that  
17:56  
christ the messiah is the general but they don't have a clue how to fight they don't know what 
their weapons are  
18:02  
half of them are half naked they don't have the the armor that we're the spiritual armor and they 
don't even  
18:09  
know who they're fighting what kind of warrior is that  
18:15  
can you imagine the american army being stripped of all of their their armor with it with with 
and they have no  
18:22  
idea where they're going who they're fighting take one variable away what if they had all their 
armor they knew exactly where  
18:29  
they were going but they didn't know the enemy this is something that's got to be taught we have 
got to understand  



18:36  
what we are how we work how the spiritual realm works or we're not going to be able to fight 
anybody much less win a battle so  
18:43  
if any of you feel defeated it might be because you're losing the war  
18:49  
let's begin spirit and soul here we go you are the blue that's who you are that's an individual 
person  
18:55  
in outside of you the large flame is yahweh himself the infinite flame this is why he shows  
19:02  
up uh in the in the bible as a flame a pillar of fire when uh nadab and abihu the two sons of  
19:10  
aaron were offering strange fire before yahweh what happened yahweh's fire came  
19:15  
out the pillar of fire came out and and destroyed them at the end of time do you think it's  
19:20  
coincidence that the enemies of god at the end of the thousand-year rule of christ are thrown into 
a lake of fire  
19:29  
what's really happening the lake of fire is the judgment of god it is coming out from his throne no  
19:36  
different than nadab and abihu the very fire that came down and destroyed sodom and gomorrah 
the very  
19:42  
fire that came down and and consumed the sacrifice of elijah on mount carmel  
19:48  
yahweh is instrumentational and exemplifying his judgment through fire  
19:55  
so what do you think isn't why do you think the apostle uses the word fire  
20:01  
how many we even use the word i'm on fire for god but we use the same terminology for hell  
20:10  
something to think about the fire of yahweh is inside of you just on a little bit every single person  
20:16  
has this this is how yahweh what he this is his walkie-talkie of how he communicates to  
20:22  
mankind okay that's how it works the psalmist i believe  
20:29  
says or wherever it's found on the tanakh i can't remember off the top of my head it says deep  
20:34  
calls to deep bingo by definition we know deep is yahweh  
20:42  
when he calls inside of a heart of a man he's calling believe it or not to himself  
20:49  
calling back the covenant of the pieces what happened in the garden ladies and  



20:54  
gentlemen yahweh walked amongst adam and eve  
21:00  
the picture was perfect the flame was in one spot the the glass was beautiful  
21:07  
his light shone through it what happened at the fall the glass was shattered by the enemy and 
every single piece of  
21:14  
yahweh was scattered to the four corners of the earth and what is he doing his his game plan is to 
recover  
21:21  
the glass recover the pieces of the covenant this is why being in  
21:28  
covenant is so incredibly important that's why man was not meant to be alone  
21:33  
neither was a believer meant to be by themselves and if you're not submitted to someone  
21:38  
you're not submitted to him don't be deceived to think that you can be submitted to  
21:44  
him and not submitted to one another because the whole point of yahweh  
21:49  
allowing time for him to come back is so that we can get back in connection with one another  
21:56  
have each other's back speaking to each other's life so that we can grow closer to him and be a 
better representation of  
22:03  
the glass understand okay here we go that's what's supposed to happen  
22:10  
the growth the fanning into flame you see what happens if i take the blue part  
22:18  
which is my mind will and emotions it's my personality it's who i am  
22:24  
if i don't know the father this is what it looks like this is a picture of every person out there that 
does not know  
22:29  
yeshua's messiah for all intents and purposes they are spiritually  
22:34  
dead they start off with how many remember the parable of the talents  
22:40  
hello this is it one talent everyone gets one talent  
22:47  
the purpose behind the talent is to for yahweh who holds all the treasure in the  
22:53  
world for that talent to listen to the banker and increase  
23:00  
the power of yahweh in your life for one reason because when you increase it  



23:07  
this is where paul says that i must decrease so that yahweh must increase so he can increase  
23:14  
the more of yahweh in your life the less of your flesh in your life the  
23:20  
more you impact the world because a little bitty flame is nothing compared to a 20-foot bonfire  
23:27  
you've never seen one come to our sukkot  
23:34  
if your hair is wet from coming from the lake it will instantly be dry  
23:41  
yahweh desires to speak to your spirit to affect your soul john 6 44 says no one can come to me 
unless the father who  
23:48  
sent me draws him and i will raise him up on the last day my spirit is what draws my people 
yahweh  
23:56  
says so let's go to genesis chapter three and the nahash i'm reading from the scriptures bible  
24:03  
okay the serpent was more crafty than all of the animals or the lives of the field  
24:11  
which yahweh elohim had made and he said to the woman is it true that elohim has said do not 
eat of every tree of the  
24:17  
garden it's questioning the law of god  
24:23  
it is the nature of hasatan to question the law of god  
24:28  
it is what has he has planted inside of mankind is to question the law of god what is  
24:35  
that called when you believe when you reject the law of god that's called rebellion and rebellion 
according to the  
24:41  
scriptures is what the sin of witchcraft which is of hasitat  
24:48  
the children in my house are not allowed to question the laws of their parents  
24:53  
if we say hold my hand and go across the street and they say well why do you want me to do that  
24:59  
i don't necessarily believe that you mean that  
25:06  
all of us have done that and all of us have received the punishment  
25:12  
okay so here we go this is going to be interesting so he says he's questioning the law of god he's 
getting woman to to agree with  
25:17  



her and the woman said to the serpent we are to eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden but of 
the fruit of the tree  
25:24  
which is in the midst of the garden elohim has said do not eat of it nor touch of it lest you die  
25:30  
and then said to a woman you shall certainly not die  
25:37  
again now he went from questioning it to changing it  
25:43  
see the pattern for elohim knows it in the day you eat of it your eyes shall be opened and you 
shall be like elohim  
25:49  
knowing good and evil what is he doing he's in the process of first of all he  
25:55  
made her doubt that the law of god was not any good he didn't really it didn't really mean what 
he said secondly he  
26:02  
substituted it with a lie now if that's all he did she would have  
26:09  
never taken a bite from that fruit but you know what caused her to take a bite from the fruit he 
played on the  
26:17  
natural inclination that was inside of her to please yahweh  
26:25  
how many times have you heard we need to be like christ do you believe that  
26:30  
how many want to be like god i do i want to be like yahweh i want to have his characteristics  
26:38  
like the son yahweh wants us to be like his son that's why he was sent as an example  
26:47  
you don't think adam and eve had that same desire to please their father that they're looking at  
26:53  
if you desire to please your king right now how much more will you desire to do that when he 
comes  
26:59  
so read very carefully because here's the trick  
27:05  
he says for elohim knows that the day that you eat of it your eyes will be open and you  
27:10  
shall be like him knowing good and evil and the woman saw that the tree was good  
27:16  
for food that was pleasant to the eyes and desirable to make one wise  
27:21  
and she took it eat of its fruit and she ate and she also gave some to her husband i believe  
27:27  
without a shadow of a doubt this is our clue how the enemy works  



27:32  
because there's a law called the law of first president precedence in biblical hermeneutics 
interpretation of the bible  
27:38  
so the very first time that a word is used that is its perpetual meaning that is its most important 
meaning is the  
27:44  
very first time that it's used if you believe that yahweh is smarter than us and he calculates all 
this stuff in  
27:50  
advance even in christian seminaries they will tell you that i didn't make that up it's  
27:56  
called the law of first precedence so the very first precedent of the enemy poland won over on his 
p on god's people  
28:03  
is right here and he's telling us his formula doubt the law replace the law and make  
28:09  
them feel like they're going to please god with the new law  
28:17  
you catch that that's the plan of the enemy that's how he works doubt the law replace the law  
28:22  
and make you feel like you're pleasing him in doing so because eve wanted to be wise why she  
28:28  
wanted to be like yahweh she wanted to please her father so she thought well wow if the enemy 
is right and i eat from  
28:34  
the tree of knowledge of good and evil then i will be wise she has nothing inside of her to sin you  
28:40  
realize that yahweh created adam and eve perfect  
28:46  
she they cr he created them in their bodies to live forever did you know your bodies were 
designed to live forever did  
28:52  
you know the science i believe in the last 24 months if my if my research reminds me the last 24 
months science  
28:59  
has been able to prove that through a petri dish  
29:08  
that if all the conditions are right it's perpetual in other words if there's no toxins  
29:16  
life is perpetual we could have told you that scientists and saved you a billion dollars of our  
29:22  
tax money go research something we don't already  
29:27  
know  
29:33  



yahweh created adam and eve to please him to live life at their fullest  
29:38  
they had no knowledge of sin you realize that that that's the whole point of the tree knowledge of 
good and evil  
29:45  
they had natural inclinations to eat to plow to work  
29:52  
to have intimacy to want relationship those are all natural good and healthy things  
29:59  
they had no ability to take a natural emotion and see the other side of the quarter  
30:05  
that there is a there is a cause for effect for every cause and a cause for every effect and that there 
is evil for  
30:11  
every good they didn't know that can you imagine being in a relationship where every emotion 
that god gave you  
30:19  
was was healthy happy and can be used only for good  
30:27  
but how many know that there's a flip side to anger did you know anger is not a negative thing  
30:36  
some people say oh that it's it all anger is the spirit of anger no it's not my bible says don't to be 
angry but  
30:43  
don't sin so is he saying use the an evil spirit of anger but  
30:50  
don't don't sin no he's proving what i'm trying to say  
30:56  
which i believe is from yahweh is that there is a natural emotional system which i'm going to 
show you a little bit built inside of every single human being  
31:03  
that goes only supposed to go so far was never supposed to go over 50 let's  
31:08  
say and the enemy though but once we ate of the seed  
31:14  
now there's another seed inside of us and that seed is like a receptacle for a radio station  
31:23  
if you take the antenna off your car you're not going to hear frequencies  
31:28  
but if you put the antenna on there you can hear everything good and bad on that radio station 
can you  
31:35  
not imagine if you only had one antenna and it only picked up holy  
31:40  
biblical stations unfortunately we have two antennas  
31:46  



inside of every human being hasitan's desire is to aggravate one of them his seed you see just as 
yahweh has  
31:53  
a seed inside of you called what his ruach the nephesh  
31:59  
or the the neshama sorry inside of your you who you are which makes you alive  
32:04  
unfortunately because of the fall you also have another seed you have another receptacle you 
have  
32:11  
another antenna this is why that even when you're saved  
32:17  
how frustrating is it that you still struggle with sin  
32:23  
if you did not have the seed of the knowledge of good and evil which is the receptacle for hasitan 
you wouldn't even  
32:30  
hear hasitan so therefore you cannot sin  
32:35  
there's nothing to even rebuke or reject because you can't hear it speak to the  
32:41  
hand your ears will be covered but because we all have both seeds of the tree of life  
32:49  
and the tree the knowledge of good and evil living inside of us we have the ability to hear both 
yahweh  
32:56  
and also hasatan who aggravates the natural inclination of man  
33:03  
is this making sense in part one i talked about how every  
33:08  
single thought that we have can be traced back to either yahweh or hassetan  
33:16  
i knew exactly what i meant unfortunately i didn't unpack it in a way that was very articulate  
33:22  
so i want to do that now so let me rephrase it  
33:27  
every single thought can be traced back to the origin of  
33:34  
where it came which is either from yahweh or hacitan  
33:40  
because everything and every problem that you have ladies and gentlemen that's negative  
33:46  
you wouldn't have it in the garden so where is it from  
33:52  
it's from the enemy praise the lord that the father uses those things in our lives to grow us  
33:57  



closer back to the garden amen those are called trials and tribulations as we talked about  
34:04  
so here we go the natural created inclination is to eat to protect oneself and one family to love 
and be loved to  
34:10  
create things music etc ideas yahweh created us to to be  
34:18  
creative we're in his image why do you think that man is so amazing  
34:24  
in the things that it comes up with because we are in his image  
34:29  
we only use two percent of our main imagine if we used four  
34:36  
it keep me out of a lot of trouble that's for sure but this is important this natural  
34:41  
inclination is from yahweh now let's go to the soul so we can put  
34:47  
all this the soul is the blue part of man the blue part of man is the mind will and  
34:54  
emotions it's your soul system you have a spirit system  
35:00  
you have the soul system which is your mind will and your emotions it is the emotional system 
that  
35:07  
causes man to do something with the physical system which is this  
35:14  
i feel like running yes you end up running isn't that amazing  
35:20  
i feel like driving to the store i drive to the store i feel like being nice to my family i'm nice to my 
family i feel like being mean  
35:26  
to my boss you're mean to your boss you do what your emotional system tells you to do  
35:33  
the cool thing is is that he built something in between a firewall  
35:40  
that firewall is his spirit and your mind excuse me your will which operates through mind  
35:49  
so that you feel like doing something but then it hits the firewall  
35:54  
if your spirit is connected to his spirit and grown enough to affect your  
35:59  
mind and you know the word of yahweh says don't do it then the will [Music]  
36:06  
led by the spirit of the living god stops your emotions from making you do something that is not 
cool  
36:14  



but if your mind and your will are not in subjection to the law of god  
36:21  
back in the garden romans chapter 8  
36:26  
you will be led by your emotional system and in the process you will be against  
36:32  
the very will of god romans chapter 8 says this  
36:38  
it says that we want to live by the spirit and not the flesh for the flesh  
36:43  
is carnal and those who are in the flesh cannot subject themselves to the law of  
36:49  
god wow jim are you saying that uh  
36:55  
to live in the flesh is to be against the torah that's what it says folks you can't interpret it any 
other way  
37:01  
i've asked pastors deans of colleges and they are convinced that this verse  
37:06  
was never in the bible i never read it either but that's what it says  
37:13  
to submit yourself it's the same all the way back in the garden they were in the flesh why because 
they didn't subject  
37:20  
themselves to the law of god see how you know it's true because it's always true if you 
extrapolate it to the farthest degree left and right  
37:27  
it's always true in the garden they blew it by not subjecting themselves to the torah in the 
millennium guess what the  
37:34  
very first thing that yeshua does when he hits mount sion he says that the law of god goes out to 
the nations what to  
37:40  
teach them his ways he wants our mind will and emotions to  
37:46  
be in line with him for one purpose to protect us from the enemy that's constantly trying to get us 
to eat from  
37:52  
the tree the knowledge of good evil so you have a soul mind will and emotions  
37:58  
here's the cool part hassetan has no access none to the spirit of a man  
38:05  
and that is a big amen but unfortunately he has access to this  
38:11  
because it was his mind will and emotions that caused him to reject and  
38:16  



rebel against the living elohim of the universe so he wants everyone to do one thing  
38:22  
the same thing he did what did he do he rebelled against god's law  
38:30  
in even in the heavenly realms what's the first commandment  
38:39  
hello  
38:48  
shall we go back to exodus chapter 20 i am yahweh elohim you shall have no other  
38:56  
gods except me what did hacetan do he broke the very first law  
39:03  
and he made himself yahweh and in making himself yahweh he has a  
39:10  
whole torah of his own did you know that his own instruction manual guess what it's going to be 
because he's not  
39:15  
creative he's just going to use the flip side of the quarter  
39:21  
everything that yahweh said his will be the opposite and his trick my friends is to prove to  
39:28  
you if he can get you to believe that what yahweh meant he didn't mean and he  
39:34  
really wants you to do this and if you believe it then he knows that in your zeal to be like god  
39:43  
you'll break his law and you'll think it's his will  
39:49  
that's why it's the great deception you must know how your enemy works or you'll be working 
for your enemy  
39:59  
how many remember i believe it was in first chronicles in in the first part of great deception  
40:04  
i showed how the enemy can literally plant thoughts in your mind it's crazy the enemy hat can't 
get into your mind  
40:10  
really it's documented all through the scriptures ha-satan it says  
40:15  
put the thought into king david's mind to go count the men  
40:22  
it says that in your bible king david didn't think that the scripture said the hasitan  
40:29  
what does hassetan mean is a hebrew word that means the enemy the adversary the adversary  
40:36  
influenced david in the seven inches through the frequency of his mind  
40:41  



and instead of rejecting he had the law of god did you know that don't be afraid of the enemy that 
can  
40:48  
influence you do you know why because you have a firewall it's called the word of god  
40:55  
you take every stinking thought captive and you put it up against the word of god and if it doesn't 
match it's him  
41:01  
if it matches it's yahweh it's real simple so if you're the enemy and you want to  
41:06  
infiltrate the minds and the souls of a man all you have to do is  
41:11  
get rid of the firewall or change it so that when they open up  
41:18  
and they go is that thought from the lord they see a different law they validate it and they believe 
it's from  
41:24  
god and it's actually from the enemy  
41:30  
yahweh is the same today forever ever his word he says does not change  
41:38  
he says in deuteronomy chapter 12 that if you take away or add to his words you are what cursed  
41:44  
not from him from the enemy you the very curse that you will have was that you will have access 
the enemy  
41:51  
will have access to you because you you would have given him the code of your firewall  
41:57  
you want a virus disable norton on your pc you don't want a virus buy a  
42:04  
mac sorry about that  
42:10  
i'll be getting emails from ibm soon i'm sure  
42:16  
i just switched over to a mac so i'm sorry i've been a pc guy my whole life actually i have both 
but the point is  
42:21  
this actually i can make a great analogy from  
42:27  
that but to save time we'll move on hostaton uses your soul your mind your  
42:33  
will and emotions so here we go we have a bent ladies and gentlemen because inside of us  
42:40  
now did you know that if you're colorblind and we silhouetted this it's going to look like one tree  
42:46  



but since we're not blind and we're not color blind and they're not silhouetted you can see these 
are two trees living inside of you  
42:56  
one of these is bent do you notice how the green one stands  
43:01  
tall and straight but the other one the dead one is bent  
43:08  
i'm going to submit to you that you have two trees living inside of you only because of our 
ancient ancestors  
43:14  
unfortunately adam and eve were probably not going to be the most popular people in heaven  
43:20  
it was them  
43:27  
they're probably still sitting in the corner but the bent that we have is towards the  
43:33  
tree of knowledge of good and evil so what we've got to do my friends  
43:38  
is where the trauma comes in where the enemy comes in and how evil spirits can influence your 
life and unclean spirits  
43:44  
which is all through the new testament of what yeshua was casting out here's what how it 
happens  
43:51  
just because you have an emotion that you think is negative doesn't mean it's from satan  
43:59  
it could be the natural inclination that yahweh put inside of you but when it reaches 50 percent  
44:06  
he's right there because the enemy wants to push it to  
44:12  
the other side where it becomes unhealthy  
44:18  
so you don't like abortion and you're angry towards abortion so you go protest and pick it  
44:24  
the moment that you cross that line you have broken the constitution or the law  
44:30  
of that land and trespass and in doing so you've broken god's law because your  
44:35  
anger went from righteous anger to breaking the law  
44:41  
so your anger was the natural inclination that you don't want to see any babies die  
44:47  
but then it crossed over to a spirit of anger that was not from yahweh  
44:54  
you see how this works it is the evil spirits of this world  
44:59  



that know your body and your soul better than you do  
45:05  
they've been watching for thousands of years they know exactly how you think and probably 
what you're going to do  
45:10  
next just because everybody does the same thing next husband steps on wife's toe  
45:17  
husband is blockheaded enough to not know it wife says you stepped on my toe husband  
45:22  
doesn't validate the pain wife raises her voice husband gets offended and and the enemy says 
boom 50 here i go spirit  
45:30  
of anger spirit of frustration go do your deal gets them to cross the line  
45:37  
it's okay to be anxious did you know that it's not a spirit of anxiety to be excited about your 
newborn  
45:45  
it's about bread to be born but when it crosses over the healthy  
45:51  
natural biblical inclination is when the enemy comes in and takes over that's  
45:58  
where it becomes hard and cloudy and why some groups believe that everything is of the devil  
46:05  
he doesn't have that much credit is anybody tracking with me on this  
46:12  
hasitan has its limits he can only touch the 50 above the natural inclination nobody can  
46:18  
touch the spirit of a man and the original soul of a man that was created yahweh says that's mine 
and i'm  
46:24  
reserving it for the for the resurrection of the just unfortunately the moment that we ate the seed 
we gave permission to hasatan  
46:31  
to flip that quarter at his will so what does he do he gets in there and  
46:37  
the line is here and we're way over here he's speaking in your ear trying to get  
46:43  
you to cross over the fence because the moment you cross over the fence you give him legal 
biblical rights to own you in  
46:50  
that area and when that happens  
46:56  
you better watch out because you have the ability then to have disease grow  
47:02  
in your body is every disease from hassatan no some diseases are from the things we eat we  
47:08  



do it to ourself but did you know that every organ in your body has a frequency i've talked  
47:15  
taught this before everything that you are is a frequency science is finally figuring out that 
everything is  
47:22  
vibrating and everything can be measured and everything has a decibel everything has a 
frequency  
47:27  
and they finally have figured out this is why i'm saying if they just read the bible and believe it 
they would save so much money they finally figured out in  
47:33  
the last five years that the universe is held together by  
47:38  
a frequency a vibrating sound do you know what it is  
47:44  
it's the word of yahweh from the moment of creation this is why your bibles say in english  
47:51  
and text in black and white that everything is held together by his word  
47:58  
and we just think that's religious language no he's speaking as a scientist i'm holding the universe 
together the  
48:04  
moment i spoke my word it came into existence and if i stop  
48:09  
speaking science will tell you that wherever this frequencies actually have an origin  
48:16  
this is why you won't see them go any further with this you won't because the moment that you 
admit that  
48:23  
there is a frequency and there is a something that receives frequencies and when you have a 
receiver guess what you  
48:29  
have a giver frequencies don't come out of nowhere they are given it's a scientific fact  
48:36  
that all frequencies originate from another frequency now the frequency that i do will change  
48:43  
the status of that frequency so if i'm an opera singer and i find the decibel level of the crystal 
glass all i have to  
48:50  
do is re or the frequency all i have to do is raise the decibel level the loudness and i will i will  
48:56  
shatter that glass but did i give it any more frequencies did i invent new frequencies or did i  
49:03  
just change what's already there the moment they realize that there are frequencies that mean that  
49:10  
that's everything's held together through sound there has to be an origination of sound  



49:15  
this is why you must be in the word it's the only thing that will hold you together  
49:23  
all right so your bent is torn this is what your bent looks like this is what that tree inside of you  
49:29  
looks like it's dead it can offer you no fruit  
49:34  
but your natural inclination creates has fear has anxiety stress worry anger  
49:41  
sadness all of these things are natural  
49:47  
they can become demonic but they are natural chemical processes  
49:54  
inside of your body that come out in different circumstances of your life but if they're not under  
50:01  
control of the word you start stepping outside of the word what happens see how  
50:07  
you see this is not just a brilliant stroke of of genius analogy it is his analogy the world is is held 
together by  
50:15  
his word so if you start to walk away from his word you start to vibrate  
50:27  
you start to vibrate you start to get out of control  
50:33  
you know what parkinson's is it's a disease of the mind and what do  
50:38  
you do in parkinson's you start to shake you know what's happening what science is starting to  
50:44  
discover that parkinson's is possibly linked to a overdose or a toxic amount of metal in  
50:51  
the brain now doesn't that make sense because what does metal do to  
50:58  
frequencies it messes it up  
51:03  
can you prove that of course go take your computer go take some metal and just drop it in  
51:09  
your motherboard see if it doesn't fritz out the whole system  
51:15  
because metal is a conductor so you know all those lobes in your brain that just look like worms  
51:23  
it's conducting electricity did you know that you're nothing but an electrical charged person  
51:29  
you're nothing but constant frequencies and electrical charges  
51:34  
you don't believe me take a balloon and rub it on your head rub your feet on the floor and then go  
51:39  



touch someone you are an electrically charged person some of you are more electrically charged 
than others  
51:45  
i would say but the point is this is you have electricity that's going through your brain if you have 
too much metal it's  
51:51  
going to allow one synapse to connect to another one that it was not intended to connect to 
therefore the signal doesn't  
51:58  
get sent properly to the different organs and parts of your body so they call that parkinson's 
disease  
52:04  
they're believing to start at some point they might call it metal disease  
52:09  
most of the things that you put in your body have metal most of the deodorant that use by the  
52:14  
way has metal in it look on the back you're putting metal right underneath your arm every single  
52:20  
day it goes into your pores of your body where do you think the metal goes  
52:25  
it can't get out the body has no ability to get rid of metal it's going to settle into the weak parts  
52:30  
of your body and most likely the brain so what is the point of what i'm saying  
52:36  
if you walk away from the word of yahweh it's like putting metal in your body it  
52:43  
will fritz out your system and you will start to do things that you were not created to do  
52:51  
the word why do you think paul said do you think it's coincidence that he says wash yourself  
52:58  
in the water of the word it because what does water do we already shown what it does water goes 
into the  
53:04  
bloodstream and it carries the toxins out of the body bathe yourself in the word of god  
53:11  
what is from yahweh ii timothy 1 7 for god has not given us the spirit of fear but it's power of 
love and of a sound  
53:18  
mind it is not a evil spirit when you're  
53:25  
walking through the woods hunting like i love to do every fall and i hear a coyote ten feet behind 
me  
53:33  
how that's pretty scary in the middle of the dark  
53:40  
it's simply the natural inclination and the natural response of man to a situation  



53:46  
now what now here's what happens from the enemy's perspective and the point of this entire 
message is this the enemy  
53:51  
the bible says lurks around like what roaring light now how interesting what  
53:56  
is yeshua compared to wow guess you better know which lion you're you're feeding  
54:05  
could have chose a million animals my friends but he chose to say a lion  
54:10  
because he's an imitator of the almighty he's always looking what is he looking  
54:17  
for the natural inclination of man to get to a place where it's near 50  
54:23  
so that he can attack this is why you need each other  
54:29  
because you we as a body when you're in covenant with one another can say that brother is  
54:34  
about 48.9 somebody go help him he's being attacked and he's almost over  
54:40  
the line i can't tell you before i came under spiritual authority i was a wild man 110  
54:46  
miles an hour i'm still 110 miles an hour but i'm i have a co-pilot now that regulates the gas pedal  
54:53  
but before man i'd run over people as fast as i could you can't tell me what to do i'm an  
54:59  
independent contractor i'm serving god but i didn't know that i was over 50 the  
55:05  
enemy was starting to take over yahweh exists as your co-pilot as long as you're under 50 percent 
the moment  
55:11  
you go over 50 in that area of your life yahweh has no legal right  
55:18  
so some of you that are sick physically that is caused from sin  
55:23  
you don't even know that you can't be healed it's not possible until you repent of that sin  
55:31  
because you give hosaton legal rights to that area of your life you don't forgive someone that 
asks for  
55:37  
forgiveness and guess what the natural the natural you know i don't like that person you don't 
forgive that person and  
55:44  
a real evil spirit of bitterness will come and own you for the rest of your life and  
55:50  



science is beginning to find out that emotions are connected to organs do you know why because 
every organ puts off a  
55:56  
frequency and so does emotions do you know how does everybody know a  
56:02  
carrot is good for your eye right you know what i just found out last week from a doctor do you 
know why  
56:08  
how does a carrot go into your mouth and know where to go come on  
56:14  
did you know this a carrot has the exact same frequency as your eyes  
56:21  
frequencies go and are attracted to like frequencies  
56:29  
that's pretty smart i'd say of him to think of that this is why he's smarter than we are  
56:35  
guess what broccoli looks like the bronchial tubes guess what frequency it is  
56:42  
it helps the lungs guess what a tomato when you cut it open what's it look like  
56:47  
a heart guess what it's good for a heart guess what an avocado looks like when you cut it in half 
looks like a womb go  
56:54  
figure science figured out that eating avocados is good for the reproductive  
56:59  
system of a woman i don't know what my problem is i love avocados [Music]  
57:08  
but then again people say that i'm very in touch with my feminine side so i i suppose it's a  
57:13  
good thing  
57:19  
my wife says i still don't understand it though so  
57:29  
all right king james says this but every man is tempted in the book of james i skipped that now 
every man is tempted when he is  
57:36  
drawn away of his own lust and enticed the amplified bible says it this way i am not a fan of the 
amplified bible but  
57:42  
i'm going to put it in there anyway but every person is tempted when he is drawn away enticed 
and baited by his own  
57:48  
evil desire lust and passions you know what this verse is really saying there are some people out 
there that  
57:54  



would say that that james is saying that there is no satan there is no demons you're drawn away 
and enticed by your  
58:00  
own self but wait a minute there's other scriptures that say the hostaton is the one that tempts  
58:07  
yahweh cannot tempt even his own book james he says that god could not god be tempt anybody 
he doesn't tempt anybody  
58:12  
who is the tempter the bible says haasytan what does haceton use  
58:18  
your own appetite your own natural inclinations the bible  
58:25  
calls it lust did you know that lust is not a bad word  
58:31  
lust is a strong desire i strongly desire my life my wife and my  
58:38  
family if you were in the desert for 40 days and you didn't have water you would lust  
58:45  
after water doesn't mean it's really sexual it's turned into that  
58:51  
of course it doesn't mean that even here a person is tempted by hasitan because we already know 
by default the tempter  
58:56  
is hostaton so satan tempts you using the very natural things that yahweh put inside of you 
doesn't that make a lot  
59:02  
more sense that means that we have a part to play in this thing  
59:09  
we can either reject the voices and check out the voices with this here  
59:15  
or we can absorb it how many know that if you are a spy from the united states to another 
country you  
59:21  
have a certain language and code that it's encrypted so other spies of the other country don't 
know what you're  
59:26  
saying so when i as a general give a code to  
59:31  
one of my spies and i say i want you to put on your brown coat  
59:38  
do i really mean for you to put on your brown coat or his brown coat i'm a new spy so i'm brand 
new to this  
59:44  
whole thing and i don't have it memorized so i'm a rookie so i get out my code book  
59:49  
brown coat bazooka all right  



59:56  
brown coat is bazooka if i look to the round  
1:00:01  
that's because see the general i'm have a satellite view and i see that this person's got someone 
behind them  
1:00:07  
with a shotgun so we need something bigger a bazooka  
1:00:13  
but if i'm a rookie and i someone told me that don't use this code book use this code book ak 
hasitan in the garden  
1:00:19  
guess what i'm gonna do bazooka water gun  
1:00:24  
okay i'm not sure why i need a water gun but that's what the code book says and you get killed  
1:00:31  
the enemy is killing us ladies and gentlemen because most of us are using the wrong code book  
1:00:37  
and some of us have believed that the code book doesn't even exist it's not for today  
1:00:45  
every person is tempted by house of tom by what's inside of you let me ask you do you know 
what's inside of you  
1:00:52  
we need to learn what this stuff means and how to get away from it but each man is tempted 
when he's drawn away by his own lust and  
1:00:58  
enticed and the jewish bible says rather than each person is being tempted whenever he  
1:01:04  
is being dragged off and enticed by the bait of his own desire can we change the word bait  
1:01:12  
to fruit the seed that was planted inside of us  
1:01:17  
yahweh meant it for good hastaton meant for evil it's the same story  
1:01:22  
it's a trap james 1 13 says let no one say when he is tempted i am tempted by god for yahweh 
cannot be tempted by evil  
1:01:28  
nor does he tempt anyone in second peter 2 9 says then the lord knows how to deliver the good 
the godly out of  
1:01:34  
temptation and to reserve the unjust under punishment for the day of judgment  
1:01:41  
so almost finished here it says second corinthians 10 4 for the weapons of our warfare are not 
carnal but mighty in god  
1:01:48  
for pulling down strongholds you are in battle with the enemy casting down arguments and every 
high thing that  



1:01:54  
exalts itself against the knowledge of yahweh bringing every thought into captivity to the 
obedience of mashiach  
1:02:02  
what did messiah subject himself to he was spiritual so according to romans chapter 8 being 
spiritual means that you  
1:02:08  
subject yourself to what the father says and yeshua says and in that case in  
1:02:14  
romans 8 it's the law of god yeshua says i am not making up anything i am i'm  
1:02:19  
bringing and telling you to do what my father said to do  
1:02:26  
so what does that mean he took every single thought and put it through the firewall of his  
1:02:31  
father's word so in the 40 days of his temptation what did yeshua would do  
1:02:38  
i rebuke you hassetan for the word says this the firewall says this what is he doing  
1:02:45  
do you think he just went out there and that's recorded so you could go oh wow he was really 
hungry and thirsty for 40 days that's pretty amazing i didn't know  
1:02:51  
a person could do that he's showing us the tricks of the enemy again he did it in genesis chapter 
3.  
1:02:58  
now he has to show that he's reversing the process he's showing this is the  
1:03:03  
garden the desert it used to be a garden but i'm in the desert now because you guys  
1:03:10  
just allowed the hasitant to destroy my garden but he's gonna try it again with me  
1:03:17  
he tried it with eve it worked he's going to try it with me and what's he start doing he starts 
quoting half verses of times use the  
1:03:24  
same stinking trick again go back and look at it and what did  
1:03:29  
yeshua do the very thing that eve started to do  
1:03:35  
what did eve do she quoted scripture first thing out of her mouth was yahweh  
1:03:40  
said this hassetan said he didn't really mean it he meant this religious system of our day  
1:03:47  
yeshua did what hastatan said this yeshua said huh pal i am the word  
1:03:56  
don't try to get past me i am the security system yahweh rebuke you for the word of god  
1:04:03  



says this if you don't have this on your heart ladies and gentlemen the enemy will  
1:04:09  
deceive you all day long so let me convict you heavily how much  
1:04:16  
time do you spend in it how much of the code do you know  
1:04:23  
because when those voices start coming put on your brown coat you better  
1:04:29  
someday you will not have time to go look at the book you're gonna have to know it  
1:04:35  
that's why it's supposed to be written here you better know it you better memorize it you better 
be in it it's not enough  
1:04:41  
to be a prayer warrior it's not enough to say you're spiritual because the definition my bible gives 
a  
1:04:48  
spiritual is knowing the law of god if you know the law of god hasitan can't  
1:04:53  
change it he can't fool you can't deceive it because you know the boundary and i'm not going any 
further hasatin i  
1:04:59  
rebuke you the word of god says this  
1:05:06  
so bottom line the spirit and soul together hasitan is trying to affect the emotions of man  
1:05:13  
yahweh is trying to minister to the spirit of a man to get  
1:05:20  
rid of this the mind will and emotions that hassatan wants to in other words what yahweh wants 
to do is to so  
1:05:28  
radically affect the mind will and emotions that it stays at zero it never  
1:05:34  
raises to anything that the enemy can manipulate  
1:05:40  
you're going to be angry you're going to be anxious you're going to have depression  
1:05:46  
how do you deal with that do you know your enemy is right there ready to take over that emotion 
and make  
1:05:51  
it an unbiblical emotion so be angry  
1:05:57  
don't sin makes sense your body is made up of the digestive  
1:06:03  
system the emotional system okay the endocrine system and all these different chemical and 
biological systems so go  
1:06:09  



figure your spiritual body yahweh works the same way so you have a soul system which is made 
up of your mind your will  
1:06:16  
and your emotions we've covered that extensively you also have a spirit system that is  
1:06:22  
your power plant we covered that extensively you also have a physical system and this  
1:06:28  
is the one we don't talk about but the father is educating me heavily  
1:06:33  
on this first in my spirit man convicting me heavily i'll tell you why in just a moment  
1:06:39  
but i'm going to submit to you that yahweh speaks to all three  
1:06:47  
before you cross your eyes here's what i mean yahweh we we know  
1:06:52  
is his word he's infinite he is flat out a frequency that you can't see  
1:06:59  
constantly holding everything together what's inside of us is a frequency that calls out to him  
1:07:06  
it wants to affect the frequencies of your emotional system  
1:07:11  
which science is saying has frequencies  
1:07:16  
and colors by the way there's so much cool i i love science anybody love science it constantly  
1:07:22  
proves the word but there's one other frequency that we don't really as believers  
1:07:29  
talk much about because we don't really think it's attached to the spiritual realm at all and that's 
your liver  
1:07:36  
your heart your intestines your bones your flesh your eyes your  
1:07:43  
hair do you think that the creator of the universe would create you  
1:07:48  
and only desire to affect your mind your will and your emotions  
1:07:55  
and your spirit your soul and the body is just like a carcass he doesn't really care about it he 
doesn't have a use for  
1:08:02  
it let me still throw something out that's a little bit scientific so you can make understand this  
1:08:09  
where i'm coming from if he's sound or what he puts forth is  
1:08:14  
sound that holds the entire universe together and every single thing in the universe has a sound 
and we know  
1:08:20  



scientifically that your every single body part that you have is emanating a frequency  
1:08:28  
can i submit to you in the bible in the garden of eden when the body was perfect  
1:08:34  
it was in perfect unison with the frequency of yahweh would you agree in that frequency  
1:08:40  
everything is working and talking to each other did you know your pancreas talks to your eyeball  
1:08:46  
you may not know it but it all works together so when all the frequencies are perfect  
1:08:53  
science now knows you live forever so let me throw this out  
1:08:58  
the frequency of yahweh constantly his voice his word  
1:09:03  
he desires to speak to you he desires to grow himself inside of you  
1:09:09  
to be a light to the universe but if we have toxins that are in our  
1:09:14  
bodies and our bodies are falling apart what is the opposite of a healthy frequency  
1:09:20  
a dead frequency an unhealthy frequency which in unhealthy frequency is not of  
1:09:27  
him where is the only other unhealthy frequency come from  
1:09:34  
hasitan which means that if you have a healthy frequency coming from your body you are  
1:09:41  
like being in the garden where you have the ability to actually  
1:09:46  
hear and feel the voice of yahweh more  
1:09:52  
this is why the scriptures are very clear about in leviticus chapter 11 of  
1:09:57  
what you eat as we talked about last week the every food has a frequency  
1:10:03  
if you eat a food that yahweh says don't eat you see we just say as american cowboys well i'll eat 
whatever i want  
1:10:13  
tell me i'm gonna eat no pig i'll eat where i want  
1:10:21  
but see yahweh is smarter than we are and he knew that that pig's frequency cannot jive with a 
human frequency and  
1:10:27  
it will distort like metal to the brain it'll mess up the frequencies of our bodies  
1:10:33  
and it will cause you it will affect the spiritual realm  
1:10:38  



of your body if you think that your body is not connected to your mind will and your emotions 
and the frequencies of yahweh  
1:10:44  
you are highly deceived and you are separating what yahweh made is one because he put  
1:10:49  
the soul and the mind and the will and the emotions and his spirit and the body all together by 
default he's trying to  
1:10:55  
send to a mess and doesn't send us a message they all work together  
1:11:01  
my mind is working with my hand everything is working in unison your  
1:11:06  
body will affect your spirituality i guarantee it  
1:11:12  
so as you begin to respect your body the way that he created that he desires  
1:11:18  
for you to be healthy why just so that you can live longer no so that you can carry his message  
1:11:25  
farther he desires to speak to you in every way  
1:11:31  
you have receptacles out like this did you know science is beginning to discover that you know 
that feeling that you get when you meet someone you just  
1:11:36  
like them before they speak did you know that they have the ability now to calculate within a 36 
inch uh  
1:11:42  
circle around you that they can pick up colors and emanations and frequencies  
1:11:48  
that emanate from you and when someone else comes in with similar frequencies they jive 
without even having to speak a  
1:11:55  
word you feel like every other feeling you know someone forever where do you think it comes 
from  
1:12:00  
they're emanating a frequency that is like a glove and a hand yeah fit together we call it kindred  
1:12:08  
spirits it's simply an emanation of a frequency  
1:12:13  
when your body is putting off a healthy frequency it is an extra receptacle  
1:12:19  
so what am i saying this is what's happening in my life i got examined by a doctor a couple days  
1:12:26  
ago when the world's a renowned cellular specialist and i discovered that i almost have  
1:12:32  
diabetes you say how do you know that you almost have diabetes  
1:12:38  



the medical science can't even tell you unless you have diabetes well there's technology out there 
today that's star  
1:12:44  
trek technology that sends an electrical impulse through your body it's the program is 
programmed with every healthy  
1:12:50  
frequency of every organ in your body and that that frequency goes through creates an 
impedance and goes back to  
1:12:56  
the computer and says this organ this organ this organ all has wrong frequencies it's out of 
balance and three out of four my bars that tested  
1:13:03  
for diabetes were off the charts he turned to me and said you like chocolate don't you  
1:13:10  
i said don't you dare mess with my chocolate [Music]  
1:13:16  
because life is like a box of chocolates never know which one you're going to get  
1:13:25  
and alba convicted me heavily that if i get diabetes or if i have a disease that comes into my body 
it's going to affect  
1:13:31  
the way that i live for him and how dare me do what i want  
1:13:37  
for my selfish satisfaction of you don't think the enemy wants to take your real  
1:13:43  
appetite he knows what affects your frequencies he knows which foods are going to make  
1:13:50  
you sick and that day was the day that yahweh was going to speak to you and answer your prayer 
and you were so sick  
1:13:56  
you couldn't hear it don't think for a second the enemy  
1:14:01  
doesn't know this message that you're hearing tonight he uses everything do you think it was a  
1:14:07  
coincidence that when yeshua cast out the demons they went into the pigs  
1:14:15  
how did the carrot know to go to the eye the same  
1:14:22  
frequency frequencies attract to like frequencies  
1:14:30  
which frequency are you what frequency are you emanating  
1:14:35  
are you emanating part of the word of god are all of it your desire and your calling  
1:14:42  
is to be healthy with body soul your spirits already healthy and waiting  
1:14:49  



for you is this making any impact in your life  
1:14:55  
tonight let it be his word and not mine because i'm preaching to myself  
1:15:04  
sweets are being cut  
1:15:11  
i didn't say by how much it's a process  
1:15:20  
would you stand with me on a cellular level ladies and gentlemen  
1:15:26  
here's what we've got to do whether it's in the physical realm with being tempted with sweets or 
whether it's in in the  
1:15:33  
demonic realm or the spiritual realm where the enemy plants thoughts in your minds that you 
don't even know it's him  
1:15:40  
go back to that last slide please this is what you've got to do you have got to recognize the voice 
of  
1:15:47  
the enemy you have to reject the voice of the enemy  
1:15:54  
you have to rebuke him how do you do that by repenting from the sin of listening to it from the 
beginning  
1:16:01  
and retaliating through prayer the spiritual realm is the only place to get them  
1:16:06  
and that's only going to happen through prayer so i will tell you if you're a warrior by how much 
time you pray  
1:16:14  
those are the warriors it's not an idiom for nothing it's not prayer warrior just because it sounds 
good  
1:16:21  
they're warring in the spirit realm imagine if you had the word of yahweh  
1:16:27  
fullness in your in you that you had it committed in your mind it was written on  
1:16:33  
your heart you knew the tactic of the enemy when you heard a voice you checked it  
1:16:39  
with your system the code book you rejected it then you repented forever even remotely having 
the ability to hear  
1:16:46  
it you told him to go away yahweh rebuke you and the next you restore and you  
1:16:51  
rebuild anything that he eats abba says he can replace it  
1:16:57  



so if you're in a place tonight an enemy has destroyed a part of your life maybe you're sick 
physically maybe you  
1:17:03  
have cancer tonight did you know cancer and diabetes are the same exact thing  
1:17:11  
it's cellular damage ended up in in in this they call it  
1:17:18  
cancer toxins in this weak part they call it diabetes thyroid whatever it's all the same thing you 
can trace it back  
1:17:24  
to the original cell in a few weeks there's going to be a doctor here that's going to uh this  
1:17:30  
expert is going to explain some of these things to you it's the same thing on the spiritual level  
1:17:35  
find any problem that you have in your life and you can find a spiritual beginning of where it 
came from  
1:17:41  
let's not be people that look at the leaves of the tree or the branches  
1:17:47  
the symptoms let's look at the root cause  
1:17:52  
amen pray with me abba we thank you for your word we thank you father that you recognize  
1:18:00  
the voice of the enemy and your desire is for us to t to teach us your voice  
1:18:06  
and the only way that you've chosen to do that is through your word and by giving us a comforter 
your ruach  
1:18:12  
that reminds us of your word for by ourselves father we are prey  
1:18:17  
to the enemy we are simply lambs ready to be slaughtered by the lion hausaton  
1:18:26  
father i pray that you would protect us from the enemy that you would teach us your ways your  
1:18:31  
decrees like david said in psalm 119 father that in the morning we would cry out and we would 
learn your ways we  
1:18:39  
would love your precepts we would learn of your law and your and like like the  
1:18:44  
authors of the new testament that say that your law is good it's holy it's perfect we should not 
look into it and  
1:18:51  
then walk away and forget we need to know what it says because we're going among the wolves  
1:18:58  
and above all teach us how to love thank you father for taking us where we  
1:19:04  



need to be no matter what it cost us our bodies  
1:19:10  
father for the person right now in yeshua's name that is surrendering right now in repentance 
would you heal  
1:19:16  
them right now show them your power  
1:19:28  
we are your people we are simply clay you're the potter we submit to you as a congregation  
1:19:34  
and say do with us as you please we don't know what we're doing but teach us  
1:19:41  
thank you for being our king and for listening to us in this prayer in yeshua's name and everyone 
said  
1:19:47  
amen [Music]  
1:20:05  
[Applause] [Music]  
1:20:14  
you 
 


